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Abstract:  Digital archives are admittedly important contemporary initiatives in order to preserve 
and also transform  information considered relevant. Considering that most of Latin America is still 
struggling with matters of access to technology, how can these initiatives be useful in spreading 
information and knowledge to a greater part of its societies? The present proposal brings case 
studies of Latin American digital cultural projects specially in the field of museums, libraries and 
other important cultural institutions that expect to both reach an extended audience and spread the 
knowledge they go about. 
 Prior to our cases analysis we recover the theoretical aspects that relate to digital 
information and its specificities, taking in consideration the limits between raw data, exchange of 
information and knowledge acquisition. The last level of such complexity chain is in the accurate 
and/or creative usage of the acquired data trough immersive processes resulting in discursive shifts. 
Such theoretical approach is based on the most recent works in the field of information science, 
which today is invested by many other related fields of knowledge, such as mathematics, computer 
sciences and more recently the works produced in the area of architecture of knowledge, UX and UI 
design and the digital humanities. 
 The central question we pose after establishing the referred background regards the implied 
receptor-subject in such digital logic of knowledge providence. User friendly strategies look at an 
ideal user skilled for entering interfaces and completing tasks. We would like to examine, through 
our set of examples, how such design includes or excludes the subjects not by access, but otherwise 
by digital language proficiency (or, as many studies refer to, digital literacy). The other way around 
is also relevant for our research, we should ponder in what sense those who have no physical access 
to technology are coopted by a digital logic which ever more present in daily life tasks. 
 Our concern is mainly with cultural content and with the possibility that people have access 
not only to digital resources but also to fully relevant and dense content. The promise that a digital 
overture would provide the people with freedom of access, speech and information has been 
replaced by the crystallization of new online institutions established over a different basis, a 
different logic. Nevertheless, their strive seem to be the same, caught between the urge of publicly 
offering the knowledge they keep and the preservation of what is rare and traditional. In that sense, 
we should see about the new possibilities of circulation of cultural content and the promotion of 
public appropriation of it. Such matter seems even more relevant in Latin America as its tradition of 
keeping a relevant record of cultural history including the popular and the people seems yet to be 
worked on. Digital initiatives, in that sense, can help both rebuild such history according to a 
different logic as much as we believe they can help overcome a digital and cultural divide.  


